brought brute particularity back into your metaphysical picture; you're not bundling real universals any longer. A : No, immanent universals aren't tropes; they're real universals, wholly present in each instance. They differ from Platonic universals only in being spatiotemporally located. B : So the blueness on the surface of one sphere, say, is numerically identical with the blueness on the surface of another sphere of exactly the same hue? A : Right. And you're probably beginning to see how I'll answer Black. It's quite simple really: the situation he describes is surely possible; but it is a world in which a single bundle of universals-the universals of solidity, mass, shape, color, etc. collocated in one of the spheresis at some distance from itself . B : "At some distance from itself"! Surely that's a contradiction. A : If so, then the very idea of an immanent universal is contradictory. An immanent universal will routinely be "at some distance from itself", in the sense that it is wholly present in more than one place. If you grant me immanent universals, then you must allow that my redescription of the sphere-world is consistent. B : But it is a redescription , is it not? Black's world contains two spheres.
But your bi-located bundle is just one thing that shows up in two places. A : Granted, Black says his world has two distinct spheres in it; but to insist on including this as part of the description of the world is to beg the question against the bundle theorist. I submit that the possibility Black's story illustrates is simply this: a symmetrical universe , a world in which the pattern of properties exemplified on one side of a certain plane is precisely mirrored on the opposite side. You want to insist that, in addition, the objects on the one side of the plane of symmetry are numerically distinct from those on the other. But it is not at all clear to me that that is possible. B : Well, let me try to make it clear to you. Suppose that nothing exists save two electrons-or, if you like, that the same bundle of electronish properties appears on opposite sides of a symmetrical universe. Suppose further that electrons obey indeterministic laws. In that case, even though the electron on the one side is now indiscernible from the one on the other, it remains possible that differences will emerge later on-in other words, it is possible that this one should have a future differing from that one. And even in the case of an eternally symmetrical, two-electron universe in which differences never emerge, such differences were nonetheless possible-both logically or metaphysically possible, and physically or causally possible, too. But you cannot recognize this possibility: on your view the "electrons" must really be a single bundle, and so nothing could be true of the one but false of the other. A : I fear we may have reached an impasse; for this objection of yours depends upon the resolution of another long-standing quarrel between us: namely, how best to analyze modal statements. B : You're still peddling your "counterpart theory", I imagine? A : Naturally. And your argument tacitly assumes the falsity of a counterpart-theoretic approach to de re modal ascriptions. According to my counterpart semantics, the possibilities open to a given object are not determined by what it does in other possible worlds, but rather by what its counterparts do in other possible worlds-and a counterpart is similar to, but not identical with, the original object. I can simply adopt a semantics for the statement "The (so-called) 'two' electrons could have diverged" that ascribes truth to this statement just in case the single bi-located electron-bundle in the world you described has two counterparts inhabiting some other world, and the two counterparts differ there in the required ways. B : Of course you know what I think of a counterpart semantics for modal ascriptions. But even if I grant you that, I don't see how it helps. The world you describe, in which the bi-located bundle has two counterparts, allows you to say that the one bi-located electron could have been two electrons. But something more is possible in the world I described: the electron on the one side could have developed differently while the one on the other side did not. But if "they" are identical, "they" must have the same counterparts in every possible situation-and so there's no possible world in which the one but not the other has a counterpart with a particular future. A : Perhaps counterpart theory by itself doesn't dissolve the problem entirely. But the more I think about this alleged possibility, the less troubled I am by it. Who says it has to be possible for the "one" electron to change its state without the "other" doing so as well? I say they're the same bundle; so when I think about it, I have a hard time even imagining what you're talking about. B : Just another case of philosophical theory corrupting modal judgment.
Let me try one last time to help you grasp the eminently possible situation I'm thinking about: there are just two electrons, they are and remain exactly alike, and the behavior of each one evolves independently of the other. Think of them as being far apart, and moving away from each other at a constant rate. Now, given that each behaves in accordance with slightly indeterministic laws, there are ways in which each one could come to differ from the other in the future, although in fact they remain synchronized. But there is no way you can allow for the possibility that one does something that the other does not. You have to say the particles are modally linked; that there is no possible world in which they differ. It follows from your view that every pair of indiscernible particles must behave in a way analogous to bosons: however far apart they are, if the one changes its state the other one must as well. A : I'll admit that there is something a little bit odd about ruling out the alleged possibilities you describe. But why can't I just hold a bundle theory for the objects in the actual world? After all, it is only in these bizarrely symmetrical universes that problems arise. B : So you want to restrict your thesis to just those worlds that lack distinct indiscernibles? A : Something like that, yes. B : Doesn't the ad hoc nature of the restriction bother you? Pick a couple of almost indiscernible particles in the actual world. Couldn't they (or at least a pair just like them) exist in a world by themselves, where they remain distinct because of some small change which the one undergoes but the other does not? A : As long as they remain distinct bundles of universals, I can't see that your earlier objections have any foothold. B : Not in that world. But we are only a small step from another world where the one fails to undergo this little change. Suddenly, you have to give up your metaphysics of pure bundles, and posit underlying substrata or some such things. Surely it is implausible to suppose that a tiny change in the global distribution of intrinsic properties would require a radical change in ontology! 2 A : That does sound a bit unsatisfactory. But your objections have begun to seem less and less pressing to me. Perhaps there is really no need to retreat to a contingent version of the bundle theory. Call me "modally challenged" if you like, but I'm no longer at all sure that the two independently evolving but indiscernible electrons you describe really are possible; it's not obvious to me that, given that the "two" really are indiscernible, one of them could behave in a certain way while the other does not. B : Well, it would be obvious to you, if you weren't such a devotee of the bundle theory. 
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